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The oeuvre of the so-called Masters of the Dark Eyes, which consists 
mainly of books of hours, also includes a richly illuminated prayer book 
in Dutch from around 1500, made for an unknown couple, represented in 
the miniature on fol. 2v.1 lts most important section is a rare meditative 
text consisting of short prayers. The headings 'Monday exercise,' 'Tuesday 
exercise' and so on, stipulate that they were to be read over the course of a 
week. Each exercise begins with a prayer to the Trinity in which the days 
of Creation are mentioned in turn. That is followed by a variable number 
of meditations on the Fall of Man and the life of Christ, ending with the 
Death of the Virgin. Most days close with one of the Penitential Psalms of 
Our Lady and a second prayer to the Virgin. 2 All the prayers have the same 
structure. The votary addresses God or Christ and thanks Him for His 
benevolence, gives a brief account of a moment in His life, and then applies 
that to him or herself. For example, after speaking of Christ fasting in the 
desert he or she asks God to chastise the flesh to prevent him or her from 
being led into temptation and to resist evil so that they eventually receive 
the crown of victory.3 

The exercises for the days of the week can be counted among the so-called 
meditative lives of Jesus, texts in which a narrative element is embedded 
in a meditation or a prayer. 4 Writings of that kind were very popular, and 
also appeared in print in the closing decades of the fifteenth century. In 
that same period there were also newly printed texts for which there is no 
manuscript tradition. One of them is the Devote ghetiden van den Leven 
ende Passiejhesu Christi, or Devout Hours of the Life and Passion of Jesus 
Christ, which, as Anna Dlabacova has observed, must have been the model 
for manuscripts with exercises for the days of the week, one of which is The 
Hague Ms. 135 E 19.5 

In this article I will focus main Iv on thP simil::iritiPs ::inrl rliffPrences 
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one hand and surviving manuscripts with this text on the other. It is a 
comparison in which The Hague Ms. 135 E 19 plays a key role. 
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The Devote ghetiden van den Leven ende Passiefhesu Christi 

The Devote qhetiden van den Leven ende Passie]hesu Christi was first printed 
by Gheraert Leeu in Gouda in 1483, who illustrated it by commissioning a 
series of no fewer than 74 woodcuts (figures 2 and 3). 6 

The text opens with a prologue announcing that the work is intended for 
people who have little time for spiritual exercises but want to give greater 
depth to their spiritual experiences. Doing no evil is not enough. One has 
to do good deeds actively in order to 'follow in Christ's footsteRs'. an1 trus 
eventually attain a state of perfection in order to gain admission to Heaven. 

Fig. 2: Mercy-Seat Trinity. Devote Ghetiden van den Leven ende Passie Jhesu Christi. Leiden, Universi 
teitsbibliotheek, Inc. 1498 F 1, fol. 13v. 
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The prologue also contains instructions on how to use the text. The exercise 
for the day has to be read, and each day there is an emphasis on a special topic. 

As can be seen in Appendix 1, Monday is devoted to death, Tuesday to 
the Last judgement, Wednesday to Hell, Thursday to God's mercy, Friday 
to the Passion, S"aturday to confession and Sunday to Heaven. A prologue 
on the day's subject for contemplation is followed by a penitential psalm 
and a prayer to the Trinity. Then there is a variable number of prayers 
meditating on moments from salvation history from the creation of man 
to the Last Judgement. Each day's exercise ends with a Penitential Psalm 
from the Psalter of Our Lady. On Mondays that psalm is followed by the 

Fig. 3: Disrobing of Christ. Devote Ghetiden van den Leven ende Passie Jhesu Christi. Leiden, 
Universiteitsbibliotheek, Inc. 1498 F 1, fol. 103v. 
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Verses of St Gregory, a very popular indulgence prayer, and a prayer to All 
Saints. Both prayers have to be read every day of the week, but are only 
written out in full on the Monday; there is a reference back to them on the 
other days of the week. The Litany of Our Lady is added on Saturday, two 
other prayers - a prayer to the Name ofJesus and a prayer to the limbs of 
the Virgin - on Sunday. 

The printed books are illustrated with woodcuts that are all on the verso 
pages, opposite the beginning of the text on the recto. The reader is thus 
immediately presented with the moment for contemplation-That starts on 

• -i ! 
Monday with the creation ofEve up to the Presentation of the Virgin in the 
Temple and her marriage. On Tuesday it is Christ's infancy, on Wednesday 
his public ministry, and Thursday and Friday moments from the Passion, 
and so on. The series ends on Sunday with the Resurrection, the appearances 
to the disciples and other events, culminating with the Last Judgement. 
The entire story of salvation is thus depicted from the Creation to the Last 
Judgement, interrupted by woodcuts with the topics of the prologues, and 
those of the Mercy Seat and the Virgin with the Christ Child illustrating 
the prayers to the Trinity and the Psalms of Our Lady. 

The Prayer Book Ms. 133 E 19 

The texts of the exercises for the days of the week in The Hague Ms. 135 E 
19 are only partly taken from the printed Devout Hours. The titles, too, have 
been changed from Ghetiden (Hours) to Oefeningen (Exercises), eliminating 
the suggestion of a book of hours, that is to say a prayer book arranged 
according to the canonical hours (Appendix 2). 

The Exercise texts do not function as an autonomous prayer book like the 
Devout Hours, but other texts have been added to them. All that was taken 
from the Devout Hours were the prayers to the Trinity, the contemplations 
on the lives of Christ and the Virgin, and the Penitential Psalms from the 
Psalter of Our Lady. The general and daily prologues are missing. In addition, 
some elements that are fixed components of the Devout Hours have been 
moved to new positions in the Hague manuscript. For example, the Verses 
of St Gregory and the Seven Penitential Psalms, which are spread out over 
the days of the week in the Devout Hours, are separate units of text in the 
manuscript.7 

The exercises for the days of the week have a very ornate, painted decora 
tion that consists of miniatures of different sizes, historiated initials, and 
marginal scenes with very varied border decoration. The text opens with 
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a full-page miniature of the Mercy-Seat Trinity preceding the prayer to 
the Trinity for Monday.8 The prayer itself has a historiated initial with the 
creation of the light and darkness (figure 4). 

From then on the. events mentioned in the Monday prayers are depicted 
in historiated il'l'i.tials: the Fall of Man and the Expulsion from Paradise, 
followed by the Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple and the Marriage 
of the Virgin. All the other days begin with a prayer to the Trirüty, which is 
accompanied by a Creation scene. Then comes a full-page r:iiniature for each 
day, in which several topics from the subsequent prayers~are combined. On 
Tuesday, the day for meditating on Christ's childhood, there is a four-part 
miniature with the Annunciation, Visitation, Nativity and Circumcision 
introducing the associated prayers, which have decorated initials (figure 5). 
The remaining Tuesday prayers, which meditate on other events from Christ's 
childhood, are adorned with historiated initials or a small miniature.9 

There were also other ways of simultaneously depicting several subjects 
from the meditations than a four-part miniature. For example, the Thursday ~ 

~ 

Fig. 4: Masters of the Dark Eyes, Mercy-Seat Trinity; Division of light and darkness. Prayer Book, 
Holland, c. 1490-1500. The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. 135 E 19, fol. 29v-30r. 
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exercise has a full-page Arrest of Christ, with the Last Supper and the Wash 
ing of the Feet in the margin. The Agony in the Garden and the rarely 
depicted 'Ego sum' are in the background of the Arrest of Christ (figure 6). 
The other Passion moments for Thursday, such as the interrogations, are 
decorated with a small miniature or a historiated initial, as was the case 
with Tuesday and Wednesday. 

Then, spread over Thursday, Friday and Saturday, as they are in the 
Devout Hours, come the Passion scenes, from the tortures to the Entomb 
ment and the Harrowing of Hell. Finally, the Resurrection, A~cension, 
Pentecost and the Death of the Virgin can be seen in the Sunday exercise. 
The Penitential Psalms of Our Lady, which bring the days to a close, are not 
accompanied by narrative scenes but by images of the Virgin and Child, 
with the exception of the fifth psalm, which was given a Pietà. Since the 
exercises are followed by the Penitential Psalms, which have a full-page 
Last Judgement, the decorative program of the most important texts in this 
prayer book illustrates the entire story of salvation from the Fall of Man to 
Christ's second coming at the end of days. 
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The prayer texts preceding the exercises and following the Penitential 
Psalms are decorated in a similarly imaginative way, such as the quite 
rare Seven Greetings to St Anne 'done on seven flowers'. Each of the seven 
prayers has a sceneof the Virgin and Child and St Anne placed in the 
flower mentioned in the prayer." The prayer to the Virgin attributed to St 
Bernard has a full-page Lactation of St Bernard; the first Penitential Psalm 

~ 

Fig. 5: Masters of the Dark Eyes, Annunciation, Visitation, Nativity and Circumcision. Prayer Book, 
Holland, c. 1490-1500. The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. 135 E 19, fol. 39v-40r. 

Fig.6: Masters of the Dark Eyes, Arrest of Christ with the Agony in the Garden and Ego sum 
/background); Christ washing the apostle's feet and Last Supper (margins). Prayer Book, Holland, c. 
1490-1500. The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. 135 E 19, fol. 62v-63r. 
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they were not made after the woodcuts.12 It is also worth pointing out that 
whereas some of the woodcuts in the incunables were used on several 
occasions, such as the Mercy-Seat Trinity for the prayer to the Trinity and 
the Madonna on a .Çrescent Moon for the Penitential Psalms of Our Lady, 
the Trinity miniatures accompanying the prayers to the Holy Trinity are 
all different, and the Marian Penitential Psalms have scenes of the Holy 
Family engaged in a variety of activities (figures 8 and 9); 

\.,c 

Fig. 7: Masters of the Dark Eyes, Last Judgement; David playing a harp; David kills Goliath and brings 
his head to Jerusalem. Prayer Book, Holland, c. 1490-1500. The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. 
135 E 19, fol. 112v-113r. 

a historiated initial with King David playing a harp and a historiated border 
with the story of David and Goliath (figure 7). 

Other manuscripts with the Exercises of the Week 

In addition to the manuscript in The Hague, a few others with the text of 
the Devout Hours have survived. They are all of a later date than the earliest 
incunable, so were clearly made after one of the printed texts. Some are so 
close to the printed version, in fact, that they have the same layout. That is 
the case with an early sixteenth-century, Southern Netherlandish prayer 
book in the British Library in London (Add. Ms. 20729). It reproduces the 
entire text of the incunable, including all the prologues, which makes it the 
only manuscript with the general prologue. It displays so many similarities 
in layout to the printed versions that it is obviously a faithful copy of a 
printed Devout Hours," Like the woodcuts in the incunables, the minia 
tures are on a verso, with the texts beginning on the following recto. The 
decorative programme is also largely the same, in that the same subjects 
were chosen for the miniatures, but their iconographies are different, so Fig. 8: Trinity. Devote Ghetiden van den Leven ende Passie Jhesu Christi. Southern Netherlands, 

c. 1500-1525, London, British Library, Add. Ms. 20729, fol. 50v. 
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A second early sixteenth-century manuscript that also comes from 
the Southern Netherlands is Ms. Garrett 63 in the University Library in 

I \ 

Fig. 9: Holy Family. Devote Ghetiden van den Leven ende Passie Jhesu Christi. Southern Netherlands, 
c. 1500-1525, London, British Library, Add. Ms. 20729, fol. 60v. 

Princeton.'3 It lacks the prologues, and the 57 prayers with the moments of 
salvation are shortened and not distributed over the days of the week, but 
are placed one after the other without any further subdivision. In addition 
to the omission of the prologues, this manuscript does not have other fi.xed 
elements of the Devout Hours, such as the Verses of St Gregory, the Penitential 
Psalms and the like. Added are a treatise on confession, the Ideo precor 
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beatisssimam virginem Mariam in Latin 
and a communion prayer. It has full-page 
miniatures with the moments of salvation 
on the recto ofbifoha, with the prayers on 
the verso, so tll'.e alternation of text and 
image is comparable to the manuscript 
in London and the incunabula. Three 
miniatures added to the set of miniatures 
illustrating the-redempttve moments are 
separate from the history of salvation, 
nor do they have a text: Christ as the 
Man of Sorrows, Sts Peter and Paul, and a 
kneeling Carmelite nun in the company 
of Sts Margaret and John the Evangelist. 
The nun could be identified as Margriete 
Clerckx of the Carrnelite Sion convent in 
Bruges (figure 10). The illumination is by 
Cornelia van Wulfschkercke, another Sion 
nun." 

A third manuscript from the Southern 
Netherlands is a paper prayer book with 
a combination of handwritten text and 
printed illustrations, making it a fine transitional work between manuscript 
and printed book. This manuscript S.n. 12909 in Vienna in the Österrei 
chische Nationalbibliothek must have been made after 1485, possibly in 
Brabant for the Rooklooster near Oudergem.15 It contains only the prayer 
cycle, consisting of 51 prayers, without the addition of prologues and other 
texts, and has a series of engravings by the Master of the Ten Thousand 
Martyrs that are bound in with the manuscript." 

Leaving aside Hague Ms. 135 E 19, two of the other surviving northern 
Netherlandish manuscripts with the text of the Devout Hours are not 
illuminated, while a third has a whole series of miniatures. The first un 
decorated paper manuscript is Brussels, Koninklijke Bibliotheek van België/ 
Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique, Ms. IV 1195. It is dated to the beginning of 
the sixteenth century and may have been made in the county of Holland. 
The text, indicated as adevootexercicie ende qhetljdevanderweke, is bound 
together with other devotional texts." It contains the prologues for each day 
and 49 prayers that focus on salvation history. It lacks all the other parts of 
the Devout Hours. The second manuscript without figurative decoration, 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ms. Dutch f. 1, dated around 1500, is also on paper. 

Fig. 10: Cornelia van Wulfschkercke, 
Margriete Clerckx, with St Margaret 
and St John the Evangelist. Prayer 
Book, Bruges, c. 1500-1525, Princeton, 
Princeton University Library, Ms. 
Garrett 63, fol. 117r. 
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It opens with all the narrative prayers, one after the other. They are followed 
by all seven prayers to the Trinity. Here too, all the prologues and other 
component parts of the Devout Hours are missing. 18 

A lavishly illuminated manuscript, which is also in the Koninklijke 
Bibliotheek in The Hague (Ms. ICN/BPH 79), dates from around 1500, like 
Ms. 135 E 19, and was probably made in Leiden. It lacks the general prologue. 
The texts of the prologues for each day are not the same as those in the 
incunabula, but the topics are the same. This is linked to the Ten Com 
mandments, the seven deadly sins and the five senses. The seven Penitential 
Psalms that follow the prologues per day in the printed editions are missing. 
Each day concludes with a Penitential Psalm from Our Lady Psalter and a 
prayer to Mary. The prayer cycle is preceded by the Verses of St Gregory, a 
prayer to St Anne, a prayer to the limbs of the Virgin and a suffrage to St 
Joseph. Following the Exercises are a sermon on communion and some 
devotional texts. The manuscript was illuminated by one of the Masters 
of Hugo Jansz van Woerden, who depicted the entire story of salvation in 
the form of washed drawings, which are preceded by a Mass of St Gregory. 
Israhel van Meckenem's engravings were the models for the salvation history 
miniatures, either directly or indirectly from the woodcuts based on those 
engravings. 19 The miniatures, belonging to the book block, are not all on a 
verso, as they are in London, but alternate between recto and verso depend 
ing on the length of the prayer. Nor are they full-page, for beneath each 
miniature there are three lines of the associated prayer (figures 11 and 12). 

Conclusion 

Comparison of the manuscripts clearly reveals that they are all very different 
from each other. While the printed version of the Devout Hours has fixed 
components, the manuscript versions could easily depart from that. As we 
have seen, there are manuscripts with and without prologues, with and 
without Penitential Psalms and/or Psalms of Our Lady, a variable number of 
prayers with meditations on the life of Christ, and so on. By selecting elements 
to suit, or placing them in a different order and/or combining them with other 
prayer texts, it was possible to commission a more personal prayer book. 

The painted decoration also played an important part in the personalisa 
tion of the book. Even the one in London, the layout of which is so close 
to the printed versions of the Devout Hours, clearly stands apart from the 
printed model in its illumination, with different versions of the Trinity, 
for example, while the incunables all have the same woodcut. The patron 
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evidently wanted to have a miniature with each prayer to match the layout 
of the printed work, but not always the same scene in each case. What is 
also striking about this manuscript is the opening miniature with Christ 
and the Virgin flanking a fountain oflife, with the blood from the wound 
in Christ's side b"esprinkling the souls in Purgatory below (figure 12).1This 
original scene makes the tenor of the text clear at a glance. while the 

Fig. 11: Masters of Hugo Jansz van Woerden. Disrobing of Christ. Devote Ghetiden van den Leven ende 
Passie Jhesu Christi, Leiden, c. 1500, The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. lCN/BPH 79, fol. 85v. 
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Fig. 12: Fountain of Life, Devote Ghetiden van den Leven ende Passie Jhesu Christi. Southern 
Netherlands, c. 1500-1525, London, British Library, Add. Ms. 20729, fol. lv. 

woodcut of Christ as Man of Sorrows in the incunables suggests a text on 
the Passion. 

The finest example of a highly personal prayer book is Ms. 135 E 19, in 
which the exercises are decorated in a very original and varied way with 
full-page miniatures that depict a combination of several moments from 
salvation history, supplemented with small miniatures and historiated 
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initials. The illuminator also worked with historiated margins and mar 
ginal scenes that exploited the potential of book illumination to the full. 
The contents of the prayer book are also adapted to the wishes of the 
patrons. By placing the Penitential Psalms immediately after the exercises, 
the decorative prógrarnrne of those two texts, which form the coré of 
the prayer book, depict the entirety of salvation history. Other popular 
prayers, such as the O intemerata in Dutch and communion prayers, were 
added, as were the Greetings to St Anne mentioned above, and a few other 
prayers to her, which were probably added because of a special veneration 
for the saint. The unknown patrons were evidently not bothered by the 
fact that there is not always a direct relationship between text and image, 
as there is in the printed versions of the text, which is due to the imagina 
tive approach to the decoration. Nor, clearly, did they have any objection 
to leafing back a few pages for several prayers in order to meditate on an 
event not just with the spiritual eye but the physical one as well." 

The preference for handwritten prayer books in the early period of book 
printing could be due to the fact that some people had a great aversion to 
printed books and resolutely stuck with manuscript prayer books, which 
could not only be compiled to suit one's own taste as far as the texts were 
concerned but could also be decorated in a very varied and imaginative 
way." The combination of a popular text appearing in print for the first 
time and the 'old-fashioned' manuscript form with elaborate illumina 
tion, is a fine example of tradition and innovation. Manuscript The Hague, 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek 135 E 19, with prayers chosen by the patron, and 
superb illuminations is a unique prayer book that enabled the wealthier 
worshipper to set him or herself apart from those who had less to spend and 
had to be satisfied with a printed prayer book of which there were many 
copies that all looked alike. 
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Appendix z 

Prayer Book 
The Hague, Koninklij_k~ Bibliotheek, Ms. 135 E 19 
Holland, Masters of,th;-Dark Eyes, c. 1490-1500 ~ 
Calendar of the Diocese of Utrecht 

Verses of St Gregory 

1-.. 

Prayer to the Virgin 
0 lntemerato 

Prayers to St Anne 
Rosary of St Anne 
Seven Greetings to St Anne 

Prayers for the deceased 

Mass of St Gregory, with donors [full-pa_ge miniature) 
Misbound, originally facing the Verses of St Gregory 
[full-page miniature Mass bf St Gregory, with donors) 
Lactation of St Bernard [full-paq_e miniature) 
Misbound, originally facing the prayers to the Virgin 
[full-page miniature Lactation of St Bernard) 
The Virgin and St John the Evangelist [historiated 
initial) 

[full-page miniature Holy Kinship) 
Anna Selbdritt in a carnation [historiated initial] 
Anna Selbdritt in a lavender bush [miniature] 
Anna Selbdritt in a thyme bush [miniature] 
Anna Selbdritt in a violet [miniature] 
Anna Selbdritt in a marigold [miniature] 
Anna Selbdritt in a lily [miniature] 
Anna Selbdritt in a cornflower [miniature] 
Souls in Pur_g_atory [margin] 

Exercises for the Days of the week 

Mondal_ 

Prayer to the Trinity 

4prayers 

Ith Penitential Psalm of the Virgin 
Prayer to the Virgin 

Mercy-Seat Trinity [full-page miniature) 
Creation: division of light and darkness [historiated 
initial] 
Fall of Man [historiated initial] 
Expulsion from Paradise [historiated initial] 
Presentation of the Virgin in the temple [historiated 
initial] 
Marriage of the Virgin [historiated initial] 
Madonna with the Christ Child [historiated initial] 

Tuesday 

Prayer to the Trinity 
8prayers 

2nd Penitential Psalm of the Virgin 
Prayer to the Virgin 

Creation: division of sea and earth [historiated initial) 
Annunciation; Visitation; Nativity; Circumcision 
[full-page miniature] 
Adoration of the Magi [historiated initial] 
Presentation in the temple [historiated initial] 
Flight into Egypt [historiated initial] 
Massacre of the Innocents [miniature) 
Christ among the doctors [historiated initial] 
Madonna with the Christ Child [historiated initial] 
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Prayer Book 
The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. 135 E 19 
Holland, Masters of the Dark Eyes, c. 1490-1500 

Wednesday 
Prayer to the Trinity 
Sprayers 

' l 

3rd Penitential Psalm of the Virgin 

Pray__er to the Virgin 

Creation of trees and plants [historiated initial] 
Baptism of Christ; Temptations of Christ; Wedding at 
Cana; Christ and the woman of Samaria at the well 
[full-page miniature] 
Mary Magdalen washes Christ's feet at Bethany 
[historiated initial] 
Raising of Lazarus [historiated initial]~ 
Entry into Jerusalem [miniature] 
Christ expels the money-changers from the temple 
[historiated initial] 
Madonna with the Christ Child, crowned by angels 
[historiated initial] 

Thursday 
Prayer to the Trinity 
11 prayers 

Creation of sun and moon [historiated initial] 
Arrest of Christ; Agony in the Garden {background); 
Ego sum {background) [full-page miniature] 
Christ washing the apostles' feet [margin] 
Last Supper [margin] 
Christ led to Jerusalem [miniature] 
Christ before Annas [historiated initial] 
Christ before Caiaphas [historiated initial] 
Mocking of Christ [historiated initial] 
Christ before Pilate [historiated initial] 
Christ before Herod [historiated initial] 

4th Penitential Psalm of the Virgin 
missing 
Pray__er to the Virgin 
Friday_ 
Prayer to the Trinity 
9prayers 

5th Penitential Psalm of the Virgin 
Prayer to the Virgin 

Creation of the animals [historiated initial] 
Christ again before Pilate; Flagellation; Crowning 
with thorns; Ecce Homo [full-page miniature] 
Pilate washing his hands [historiated initial] 
Carrying of the cross [miniature] 
St Veronica [historiated initial] 
Disrobing of Christ [historiated initial] 
Christ nailed to the Cross [historiated initial] 
Pietà [historiated initial] 
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Prayer Book 
The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. 135 E 19 
Holland, Masters of the Dark Eyes, c. 1490-1500 

Saturday :.;.• 
Prayer to the Trinrfr 
4prayers 

~ 
Discussion between the Virgin anp 
man 

Creation of Eve [historiated initial] 
Crucifixion, with the Virgin, St John and others 
[full-page miniature] 
Descent from the cross [historiated initial] 
Entombment [miniature) 
Harrowing of Hell [historiate(\initial] 

Sunday 
Prayer to the Trinity 
Sprayers 

,. 

Penitential Psalms and litany 

Prayer to the name of Jesus 
Prayer to Christ 
Suffrage to St Erasmus 
Communion prayers 

Resurrection; the three Marys on their way to the 
grave (background); Christ appears to his mother 
{background) [full-page miniature] 
The three Marys at the tomb [historiated initial] 
Noli me tangere [historiated initial] 
Supper at Emmaus [miniature] 
Incredulity of St Thomas [historiated initial] 
Christ appears to the apostles [historiated initial] 
Ascension [miniature] 
Pentecost [historiated initial] 
Dormition of the Virgin [historiated initial] 
Apostles carrying the Virgin's bier and miracle of 
the disbelievers' hands; Assumption of the Virgin; 
Coronation of the Virgin [margins] 
Last Judgement [full-page miniature] 
David playing a harp [historiated initial] 
David and Goliath; David kills Goliath; David brings 
Goliath's head to Jerusalem [margin] 
Christ Child blessing [historiated initial] 

Angels showing a monstrance with a host [margin] 
Holy Kinship [full-page miniature] 
Pasted on fly-leaf; originally facing the Rosary of St 
Anne 
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Noten 

This article is an expanded version of a paper read at the annual conference 
of the Sixteenth-Century Society and Conference, Bruges, 18-20 August 2016. 
The translation from the Dutch is by Michael Hoyle. 

1. The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. 135 E 19. For the Masters of the 
Dark Eyes see Broekhuijsen 2009. The prayer book is no. 34 in the catalogue. 
The miniature of the Mass of St Gregory is by a slightly later hand than the 
rest of the illumination. Unfortunately the coats of arms of the praying 
couple are left blank. Possibly they are relatives of Anna Geperts, who is 
represented together with her daughter on the piece of parchment that has 
been pasted on the flyleaf at the beginning of the manuscript as an ex libris. 

2. Fol. 3or-112r. As there is text missing at several places there must have been 
originally seven Penitential Psalms of Our Lady. 

3. Fol. 53r-53v: 'Ghebenedijt ghedanct ende gheloeft moet gij wesen. o 
goedertieren soen gods suete here ihesu criste. voer alle den groten arbeit 
der penitencien die gij suete here voer ons sondighe creatueren ghedaen 
hebt van an begin uwes levens tot inden einde toe Ende sonderlinge doe gij 
inder woestinen laecht onder den bloten hemel opter bloter aerde. veertich 
daghen ende veertich nachten sonder eten ende sonder drincken. ende 
namaels groten honger leet. ende vanden viant ghetempteert wort Ic bidde 
u mijn here mijn god. troest my mijn toeverlaet ende wilt my doch gonnen 
waerdighe vruchten der penitencien te doen Ende nae uwen heilighen 
exempel mijn vleische mit vasten. mit waken. mit bidden also te castyen. 
dat ic ymmer in geenre quader becoringe en valle Mer dat ic den bosen 
geest altijt vromelic wederstaen moet. ende mit reden ende verduldicheit 
verwinnen moet Op dat hi hem inden daghe des oerdels niet verbliden 
moet teghens mi Mer dat ic van u dan moet ontfaen die croen der victorien 
Dat gonne ons allen die regniert inder ewicheit. amen.' 

4. Goudriaan 2007, p. 144- 
5. Dlabacova 2017; Rosier iqçg, p. 135 and Goudriaan 2007, p. 146 characterise 

the text wrongly as a book of hours. The distribution over the days of the 
week and the misleading title Devote ghetiden van den Leven ende Passie 
]hesu Christi suggest that it is a Book of Hours or the text of the weekday 
hours. The weekday hours, however, are offices for Sunday to Saturday 
which have a devotion for each day that is partly the same as the topics for 
the days of the Devote Ghetiden. The offices, though, are divided over the 
canonical hours; the Devote Ghetiden lacks this division. 

6. On the woodcuts see Kok 2013, vol. 1, p. 166-181 and vol. 4, p. 433-451. 
7. The Verses of St Gregory are placed directly after the calendar of the 

Diocese of Utrecht, while the Seven Penitential Psalms follow after the 
Exercises of the week; the prayer to All Saints is missing. Moreover, several 
other prayers have been added, which, with the exception of the prayer to 
the Name of Jesus, are not in the printed editions. 
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8. For images of all the figurative illumination see www.kb.nl/manuscripts. 
9. On Wednesday, when the worshipper was to meditate on the events of 

Christ's Public life, the illumination is organised in a similar way: the 
Baptism of Christ, the Temptations, the Wedding at Cana and Christ and 
the Samaritan Woman at the well are also depicted in a four-part miniature, 
while the associated prayers have decorated initials. 

10. This is the only manuscript with figurative illumination at these prayers. 
Broekhuijsen 2007, cat. no. 34- 

u. De Flou & Gailliard 1897, no. 24, p. 181-187. 
12. Only the miniature with Death at the beginning of the Prologue for Monday 

is very similar to the woodcut in the Devout Hours. 
13. In 1978 Philip Webber has recognised the text of Ms. Garrett 63 as a special 

life of Christ in prayers, related to the prayers added to Ludolph of Saxony's 
Vita]esu Christi and the 65 Articles by Jordan us of Quedlinburg. See Webber 
1978 with a transcription of the prayers of Ms. Garrett 63. He also compares 
the text with those of other related manuscripts: Brussels, Koninklijke 
Bibliotheek, Ms. N u95 (formerly Goslar, Kunsthistorische Sammlung der 
Familie Adam, Msr674); Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ms. Dutch f 1 and Vienna, 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Ms. s.n. 122909. See also Webber 1982. 
For a recent description of Ms. Garrett 63 see Skemer 2013, p. n9-123. 

14- Webber's interpretation of the initials ZML as Zuster (Sister) Margriet 
Lapostele is problematic for the date of the manuscript, for it was only in 
1541 that she became prioress of the convent where Cornelia van Wulfsch 
kercke had died in 1540. Arnould 1998, p. 29. 

15. Weekes 2004, cat. 33, p. 317-320. 
16. Due to an error during the printing process the engravings do not always 

correspond to the associated prayer. Weekes 2004, p. 89-92 and pl. 28. 
17. Deschamps & Mulder 20n, p. 73-75. 
18. Pächt & Alexander 1966, p. 19. 
19. Bakker 2006. A similar series of washed drawings by the Masters of Hugo 

Jansz van Woerden is to be found in a shortened version of the Pseudo 
Bonaventura-Ludolphian Life of Christ in Cologne. See Plotzek e.a. (red.) 
2001, p. 466-475. 

20. Only in the prayer book in London was it possible to maintain the strict 
alternation of miniature and prayer, due to the rather large size of the 
manuscript. This was impossible for all the other manuscripts, because a 
written text needs more space than a printed one. 

21. Raphael de Marcatellis (1437-1508), abbot of St Bavo Abbey in Ghent, the 
famous bibliophile Louis of Gruuthuse ( d. 1492) and Federico Gonzaga are 
examples of people who hated printed books. See Derolez 1979, p. 2, and 
Derolez 1986. On manuscripts after printed books see for instance Reeve 
1983. 
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